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A method of top tagging is introduced. Using the anti-kt algorithm to define jets, events with n j = 2 fat
jets of cone size R = 1.5 are decomposed into R = 0.6 subjets and retained if n j (R = 0.6)  4. One
pair of subjets reconstructs the W mass and another two subjets are tagged as a b-jet, as necessary for
hadronic or semileptonic events of tt origin. This “hollow cone” method distinguishes the tt events from
the light parton QCD dijet events. Our simulations are made for the LHC at 7 TeV. The sieve allows for
top identification at lower pT than other proposed methods and thus allows a higher signal retention.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
The top quark is important in the Standard Model (SM) because
of its large coupling to the Higgs field. Also, top is of great inter-
est in new physics extensions of the SM because one or more new
particles commonly decay into a single top quark or into top quark
pairs. Examples include SUSY [1], where the stop companion of top
may decay to top and the gluino companion of the gluon may de-
cay to top pairs, the Little Higgs Theory [2] where a heavy top may
decay to top, and the Randall–Sundrum model [3] where the de-
cays of Kaluza–Klein gluons may lead to an enhancement of top
signals. Thus, the study of top at the Tevatron and at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) should be an excellent probe of new physics
and effective ways of top quark identification are of great inter-
est. We focus on the semileptonic channel (one t → blν decay and
one t → bqq decay) and the hadronic channel (both tops decay to
quarks); the leptonic channel with both tops decaying via t → blν
has a clean signal but a reduced rate. The expected tt event ratios
in the SM are hadronic : semileptonic : leptonic = 3.2 : 1 : 0.32.
Silicon vertex detectors have enabled the tagging of b-events with
high efficiency (∼ 50%) using the secondary vertex algorithm [4]
at the Tevatron and b-tagging efficiencies of 60% [5], 65% [6] are
estimated for the ATLAS and CMS detectors.
At the Tevatron collider, b-tagging and kinematical selection
have been used to identify tt events in the fully hadronic chan-
nel [7]. For the semileptonic channel, the CDF Collaboration em-
ploys b-tagging, jet multiplicity and an isolated electron or muon
to do the event selection, and uses a matrix element method to
tag a top [8]. The D0 Collaboration selects events with exactly 4
jets and assigns the jets: 1 jet associated with the lepton and the
other 3 jets with the hadronic top decay in a way that minimizes
the reconstructed mass difference between the two top quarks [9].
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Fig. 1. Subjets of a top and antitop event in the η, φ plane.
The LHC is a top factory: in the SM about 106 top pairs should
have been produced with more than 5 fb−1 integrated luminosity
already taken per detector at 7 TeV, though only a fraction of these
events are recorded. Since the LHC center-of-mass energy is high
compared to the top mass, often the tops will be highly boosted,
so that the decay products are close to each other, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Thus, at first sight, the top decay products may look like
a fat jet instead of the several separate ones of which it is com-
posed. An important issue arises with resolving a fat jet, such as
top, into its subjet components is that soft QCD contamination be-
comes significant. In an early substructure case study, Butterworth
et al. looked into subjets of a fat jet [10,11], to tag a Higgs or a W
boson. Subsequently, several related techniques were designed to
deal with the separation of subjets in a fat jet. The jet filtering of
Ref. [10] keeps only several hard subjets, while the jet trimming of
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Fig. 2. Number of top pairs in dijet events versus the cone size R .
Krohn et al. [12] strives to eliminate the soft jets from QCD radia-
tion. The jet pruning of Ellis et al. [13] avoids soft and large angle
jet recombinations. A variable called N-subjetiness [14] was pro-
posed by Thaler and Van Tilburg to effectively count the number
of subjets in a given jet. See Ref. [15] for a comparison of these
approaches.
Following the above techniques, several algorithms were devel-
oped to tag a top. Kaplan et al. [16] use the ratio of transverse
momentum of the subjet to that of the original jet (the cut is 0.1
or 0.05) to find out which subjet is a “hard subjet” and which is
from soft radiation, then apply a cut on invariant masses of the fat
jet and 2 of the subjets, requiring them to be within the mass win-
dows of top and W respectively. Also, a cut on the “helicity angle”
of the W, defined as the angle between the reconstructed top and
one of the W decay products in the reconstructed W rest frame
[17], can be applied. Plehn et al. [18] use a mass drop criteria to
find subjets (discussed below) and use a fixed mass window for
top and W reconstruction, to tag tops with pT above 200 GeV.
There are several other top tagging algorithms based on other
kinematics variables, without tagging a W or a b, such as two-
body or multi-body kinematics [19], separation between lepton
and hadron by products of top [19,20], and the jet mass distri-
bution [21].
Top search strategy Our proposed algorithm makes possible the
identification of top jets at lower pT of the top than previous stud-
ies and thereby we obtain a much larger top sample. Moreover,
the algorithm applies to both semileptonic and hadronic top-pair
events.
In top reconstruction, to catch all the three main decay prod-
ucts of a top as a single fat jet, it is natural to use a large jet cone
size, i.e. a large R parameter in the jet clustering, otherwise, sev-
eral jets will be constructed instead of one. Here R is the jet size
defined by R = √η2 + φ2 where η is the pseudo-rapidity differ-
ence of two particles and φ is their azimuthal angle difference. The
value R = 1.5 for the top jet is suggested by the study of Ref. [22].
Now consider a top pair. If a large R = 1.5 is used, it is likely that
two fat jets will be constructed in the event (one from the top and
the other from the t ), while more jets will be constructed using
a smaller R . The light jets behave differently from the top jets, in
that the number of reconstructed light jets does not vary with R .
So, the top contribution can be revealed by the variation of the
number of jets with cone size R . Fig. 2 shows the number of jets
in top-pair events plotted versus the cone size R in events first
selected as dijets with R = 0.6. The number of top-pair events in-
creases rapidly with R above R = 1.2. The results shown are for
the LHC at 7 TeV (LHC7) with 10 fb−1 integrated luminosity.
Now, we develop our “hollow cone” idea to tag top pairs. Con-
sider the anti-kt algorithm [23] as a “perfect cone” algorithm. Anti-
kt algorithm is a variant of the kt jet clustering algorithm [24]. In
kt algorithm, the distance is defined as
dij = min
(
p2T i, p
2
T j
)R2i j
R
= k2T
di = p2T i (1)
Compute all dij and di , d = mindij,di , if d = dij , combine jet i and
jet j, if d = di , jet i is the final jet. In the anti-kt algorithm, p2Ti in
Eq. (1) is replaced by p−2Ti . When a larger cone size is used, both a
tt event and a QCD dijet event will give two jets; when a smaller
cone size is used, a tt event will have more jets while a QCD dijet
event still have two. This means, for a fat jet with a large cone size,
after subtracting a jet of small cone size in the interior, if some jets
remain in the cone, the jet is likely to be a top jet, and if there is
no jet remaining in the cone, it is likely to be a light quark jet or a
gluon jet. QCD events with tri-jets are not a serious complication.
Our top tagging algorithm proceeds in the following steps to
separate top-pair events from QCD dijet events:
(1) Reconstruct jets using the anti-kt jet algorithm with R = 1.5
to obtain a set of fat jets. The number of jets is denoted by
njets .
(2) Redo the jet reconstruction, with R = 0.6 (or R = 0.7), follow-
ing recent works of ATLAS [25] and CMS [26], to obtain a set
of narrow jets.
(3) Keep the event as a tt candidate if njets, R=1.5 = 2 and
nR=0.6 >2.
(4) Go into the 2 fat jets of step 1, find all the subjets for each
of these fat jets, using the method described in [18], as fol-
lows. For a fat jet of invariant mass of mj , undo the last step
of jet clustering to obtain two jets j1 and j2, with invariant
masses mj1 and mj2 (mj1 > mj2). If mj1 < 0.9mj , keep both
j1 and j2, otherwise, keep only j1 to add to the subjet list
and decompose further. Add ji to the jet substructure list if
mji < 30 GeV, otherwise decompose ji iteratively. If the total
number of subjets is less than 4, reject the event, because a
hadronic top and one semileptonic top should give 4 subjets
in total, and two hadronic tops will result in 6 subjets.
(5) See whether there is a hadronic W inside either of the 2 fat
jets, if not, reject the event. To do this, look into a fat jet and
iterate over all of the 2 subjet configurations. After the jet fil-
tering [10], if the invariant mass of the 2 subjets falls in the
window of 65 GeV to 95 GeV, tag that configuration as a W.
A similar method of W-tagging is discussed in [16,18,27,28].
(6) See whether a subjet in each of the 2 fat jets can be tagged as
a b-jet, requiring that the subjet candidates of a W must not
be tagged as a b-jet. Retain these doubly b-tagged events.
(7) Any event that survives the above sequence is tagged as a tt
event.
Our method is designed to apply to tt pair production without
extra jets, but this requirement only reduces the cross section from
160 pb to 100 pb.
Signal and background The backgrounds are the QCD dijets from
light quarks and gluons and QCD multi-jet events. Other back-
grounds include Wbb and Zbb. Since there will be b-jets in both
cases, and the Z mass is close to W mass, these two backgrounds
are indistinguishable in their hadronic decay channels. With fake
b-jets, Wjj and Zjj events contribute to the background also. We
generate the parton level events with MadEvent [29], then use
Pythia [30] to do the parton shower and hadronization. MLM
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Fig. 3. Overall efficiency of tt events selected by the hollow cone sieve versus the
mistag rate.
Fig. 4. Normalized pT distribution for tt and dijet events.
scheme is used for matching between matrix elements and parton
showers. The kT of the jet is required to be above 10 GeV. The jet
is considered to be matched to the closest parton if
√
d(parton, jet)
is smaller than 30 GeV. FastJet [31] is used to reconstruct jets and
analyze the jet substructure. Then we apply the following cuts in
sequence:
cut 1: The “hollow cone” sieve. Require njets = 2 and nveto > 2.
cut 2: Total number of subjets  4.
cut 3: A hadronic W can be tagged.
cut 4: 2 b-jets can be tagged.
Fig. 3 shows the overall efficiency for top–antitop events versus
the mistag rate, based on a conservative 50% b-tagging efficiency
and a light jet rejection of 1/200 [5]. The efficiency for a hadronic
top pair is higher than the efficiency for a semileptonic top pair
for the same mistag rates, since we only require 1 hadronic W
and 2 b-jets, a hadronic top pair has a higher chance to pass the
cuts. The efficiency and mistag rate without cut 4 are compatible
with previous top tagging algorithms and they are much improved
after cut 4 [15], by a factor of 40,000. The previous top tagging
algorithms deal with the top with pT > 200 GeV, but from the
pT spectrum of top and dijet events, which is shown in Fig. 4,
shows that it is worth going to a lower energy. Fig. 5 shows the
efficiency times the cross sections in different pT bins and it shows
Fig. 5. Overall efficiency for the top–antitop si mistag rate times the differential
cross section versus pT for tt and mistagged dijet events.
Fig. 6. Reconstructed W mass.
Fig. 7. Reconstructed top mass.
that our top tagging method can work at pT of the top as low as
50 GeV. Here we require 2 tagged b-jets. The signal curve is close
to the background curve around 450 GeV and above it at higher
pT because the background drops faster than the signal there, cf.
Fig. 4. The reconstructed W mass and top mass can be seen in
Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
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Fig. 8. Distance in R between the W-boson and the nearest b-jet in tt .
Fig. 9. Distance in R between the W and the nearest b-jet in Wbb events.
The resulting ratio of hadronic top to semileptonic top identifi-
cation is 6.5, which is about the expected 2 times the 3.13 ratio of
decay branching fractions. Figs. 8 and 9 show the distance in R of
W with the nearest b-jet for tt and Wbb. The tt events are more
likely to have a b-jet close to the W than in Wbb jets. In the tt
events, the first peak is a b-jet associated with the W in the same
top and the second peak is a b-jet and a W from different top
quarks. Thus the R = 1.5 cone captures the full set of the decay
products in a large portion of the sample.
Outlook Our hollow cone sieve method tags 77500 top-pair events
at LHC7 with 10 fb−1, with an efficiency of 0.48, while the method
described in [18] tags 14570 events at LHC14 with 10 fb−1, with
a efficiency of 0.1. Our method is not completely independent of
other top-tagging algorithms inasmuch as make use of elements
from these alternative approaches. Our algorithm offers better con-
trol of the QCD background through jet cone subtractions and
double b-tagging. It works to smaller pT than other algorithms and
thus offers higher efficiency of top identification. The sieve method
can be also used in identifying new physics that has multiple tops
in the final state and in searches for new, relatively heavy and
boosted particles at the LHC. If the new particle has a mass that is
not very close to the top mass, the mass of the new particle can
be reconstructed by the invariant mass of the filtered subjets.
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